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The MagXact 750 lathe DRO is a 2-axis unit with magnetic
scales, 1 micron resolution for the cross slide (X axis), and 5
micron resolution for the saddle (Z axis). The procedure for
installing the scales is described in other Precision Matthews
publications, and is not repeated here.

FAQ

"Display
next" soft
menu

Left/right
toggles

Do your numerical displays work like this?

Q: Why is the saddle axis referred to as Z?
A: This has lately become an industry preference, but many
users continue to refer to the saddle axis as Y, even Z/Y. Saddle motion is referred to as Z throughout this document.

FIRST USE

1. Connect the two scales on the lathe as shown above.
2. Connect 110Vac power to the DRO through a surge protector.
3. If the 110Vac outlet is not reliably grounded, connect a
ground wire between the lathe and DRO.
The system should now be immediately functional, with the
three numerical displays responding to machine movements.

FAQ

In this diagram the Z value becomes more positive as the lathe
saddle moves to the right; similarly, the X value becomes more
positive as the cross-slide moves forward, toward you. This
is entirely a matter of the user’s choice, not an industry-wide
convention (there isn’t one). Display direction vs. physical motion is a parameter setting, see SETUP on the following page.

Why does the display report machine motion
incorrectly?

The standard MagXact package for the lathe has a 5 micron
(0.005 mm = 0.0002") resolution scale for the saddle, and a
1 micron (0.001 mm) scale for the cross-slide. If you have installed a special-order package with (say) a 1 micron scale for
the saddle, the Z axis will report 5X actual movement. This is a
parameter setting, see SETUP on the following page.
MagXact MX-200L Lathe DRO v1
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FAQ

for a lathe, "inches" will show 4 digits after the decimal
point, 0.0000. "Millimeters" will show 3 digits, 0.000.

Why does the X axis report 2X actual crossslide motion?

If the display is exactly twice what it should be, assuming that the Scale Resolution parameter has been
set correctly, the soft menu at the bottom of the display
probably shows DIA (diameter). There should also be
a Greek "phi" symbol (ø) to the right of the X axis numbers. In that case, the X axis will correctly report 2X
actual motion, meaning that a tool motion of 0.25" will
reduce the workpiece diameter by 0.5".

There is no need to make changes to the SETUP MENU,
assuming that:
1. Both X and Z axes are displaying machine motions
in the directions you like (Axis Direction parameter).
2. Both axes are reporting travel distances correctly
(Scale Resolution parameter).
3. You want to be able to choose between RAD or DIA
for the cross-slide.
4. You like the Display Resolution, which is probably
in 0.0002 increments if you are working in inches.
5. You like to hear a beep when any key is pressed,
Key Beep Enable.

Some users prefer this 2X display. Many do not, because it can cause unexpected mistakes.

If changes to any of these are necessary, open the
SETUP MENU.

If you would prefer the display to report actual crossslide motion, press the soft key below DIA. The soft
menu should change to RAD (radius), and the Greek
symbol should disappear.
.

SETUP MENU
1. Note the small white arrow
at bottom right of the numerical display. Touch the ►
(right) arrow key below the
calculator keypad to display
a second menu with only
one option, SETUP.
This left-facing arrow means
there is a previous menu, page
1 photo. Press the ◄ toggle to
return to that menu.

If nothing happens when you press the soft key, this
means that the ability to toggle between RAD and DIA
has been disabled in the SETUP menu. See the directions in the SETUP MENU panel.

DRO Touchscreen

2. Press the soft key below SETUP to display the
choice of User Setup and Factory Setup.

The entire front panel is touch-sensitive, meaning
that a light pressure on an icon or numeral does
the job of a physical push-button. An advantage of
this system is that the panel can easily be cleaned
using a mild detergent or Windex. Until you get
used to "virtual push-buttons" the Key Beep function can be helpful, see the SETUP MENU panel.

3. With the screen arrow alongside User Setup,
press the soft key below SEL (select).
4. Scroll down ▼ to Key Beep Enable, then
press the soft key below ON (recommended
for early experiments).

SETUP PROCEDURE

5. Scroll down ▼ to Zero Approach Beep. For
most purposes, the preferred choice is OFF
(but in some processes, ON can be helpful in
reducing the risk of overshooting.) Leave Zero
App. Tolerance at the default 0.0000.

Recommended: Start by selecting the unit of measurement, inches or millimeters, by pressing the in/mm key
to the right of the circular RED button. The selected unit,
inch or mm, shows at top left of the screen. Assuming
you have 5 micron (Z) and 1 micron (X) scales, standard
MagXact MX-200L Lathe DRO v1
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6. Scroll down ▼ to Select Axis, then press the
soft key below X or Z, whichever axis you
are concerned with (each must be dealt with
separately if any have resolution or direction
issues.) This opens the AXIS SUB MENU.
7. Scroll down ▼ to Scale Resolution. This is
in microns (µm or um), 1 µm = approximately
0.00004 inches. The default resolutions for
lathes are 5 µm = 0.0002 inches for the Z axis
(saddle), 1 µm for the X axis (cross-slide).
Skip this parameter if the selected axis is
reporting travel distance correctly. If not, softkey select another value from the six displayed
(plus an additional four on the next menu
page).
8. Scroll down ▼ to Display Resolution. Also in
microns (µm or um). Skip this parameter if
you like the display to report motion in 0.0002
inch increments. If this is too sensitive, consider reducing the display resolution to 50 µm,
0.002 inches, three digits right of the decimal
instead of four.
9. Scroll down ▼ to Axis Direction (do the
numbers go positive or negative for a given
motion of the table or headstock?) The direction parameter may report either LEFT or
RIGHT. Skip this parameter if you like how
the selected axis displays numbers, see Page
1. If you prefer the “other” direction, soft-key
select LEFT or RIGHT accordingly.
10. X axis only: Scroll down ▼ to Select RAD or
DIA. Choose YES if you wish to toggle the X
axis display between radius = actual crossslide motion, and diameter = 2X actual. (Toggling is done by sequentially pressing the soft
key 5th from the left.) Choose NO if you wish
to avoid mistakes by disabling this function.
11. Scroll down ▼ to Save & Exit. Soft-key select
SAVE if you have made changes. This will
return you to the Select Axis menu line, allowing you to repeat the resolution and direction
choices for the other axis if necessary.
12. When you have completed the axis sub menu
settings, scroll down ▼ to Save & Exit on the
main menu.

MagXact MX-200L Lathe DRO v1
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Restoring the DRO to "as-shipped" condition

SETUP MENU SUMMARY
Items in bold italics are described in this manual.
For items in regular type contact Precision Matthews if you have questions about them.

1. Touch the ► (right) toggle below the calculator
keypad to display a soft menu with only one
option, SETUP.
2. Select Factory Setup.
3. Using the keypad, enter the password 9 6 5 8
7, then press Enter to confirm. (The numerals
entered are not displayed.
4. Scroll down ▼ to Clear Memory, then press
the CLEAR soft key.

If you make any changes to the items in bold italics, scroll down to Save & Exit before returning to
the regular numerical display.
Sleep mode time Enter the desired time in minutes from the keypad
Key Beep enable Setup Item 4
Zero Approach Beep Setup Item 5
Zero approach tolerance
Diagnostics

Let the DRO sit for about two minutes to complete the resetting process, after which time the
display will resume its normal functions (0.000
for both axes, in metric mode).

Select Axis
CHOICE OF ABSOLUTE OR INCREMENTAL MODE
(The usual shorthand for these terms
is abs for Absolute Mode, inc for Incremental Mode.) Switch from one to the
other by pressing the "arrows" key.

AXIS SUB MENU
Axis type LINEAR
Scale resolution Setup Item 7
Display resolution Setup Item 8
Axis Direction Setup Item 9
Select RAD or DIA Setup Item 10
Machine reference
Zero approach distance Suggested
values: Z 0.1", X 0.05"
Calibrate axis
Apply compensation
Soft limit settings
Recommended: Select EDIT, then
turn this function OFF
Vibration filter

inc

NOTE: In some versions of the MX-200L the arrow symbols on the key are replaced by plain language characters abs and inc. This applies also to the mode indication at top left of the display — plain-language abs/inc,
or symbols mimicking the arrows key diagram above.
Superficially, the abs and inc modes seem to be similar
— both display X and Z coordinates in the same way,
and the displays in either case can be zeroed by pressing the ZERO key followed by the appropriate "Select
Axis" key, see above.
In mill work the abs and inc modes are clearly differentiated. The abs coordinates are fixed relative a chosen
datum on the workpiece. The inc "frame of reference"
is set arbitrarily at any time in the machining process: in
other words, inc has no fixed relationship to abs.

MAIN MENU (continued)
Serial communications
Recall OEM settings
Machine model LATHE

Lathe work is quite different. There is no fixed relationship between the displayed X and Z values and the
workpiece or the turning tool.

PREVENT DAMAGE TO THE SCALES
MagXact scales are very robust — more so than optical scales — but there must be a prescribed gap
between the reading head and the stainless steel
scale cover (use the plastic feeler gauge supplied).
Also, the head must not be allowed to contact the
scale's plated end-caps. Stop at least 1/2" short!
Mark the machine in some way as a reminder, or if
possible, set mechanical stops.

MagXact MX-200L Lathe DRO v1
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For this reason, most lathe users are content with
whatever mode the DRO happens to be in when
switched on.
However, when machining batches of identical parts, it
may be helpful to set abs X and Z values for a specific
tool, and a reference Z value for the outer face of the bar
stock (in other words, a set amount protruding from the
chuck or collet). See TOOL function, page X.
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BASIC DRO FUNCTIONS
INCHES vs. METRIC UNITS
Press the in/mm key at any time to switch
the display system inches to millimeters,
and vice versa.

Axis
directions

ZEROING THE DISPLAY
Pressing the soft key below the menu tag ZERO (page
1 photo) switches ZERO to SET. (Repeated pressing of
the key toggles between the two choices.)

When ZERO is pressed the X and Z characters on the
display change to Xo and Zo, but nothing happens to
the displayed numerals. Now, if you now press the "axis
select" arrow ◄ to the right of the X numerals, the X axis
is zeroed.

1. Switch to (or stay in) the inc mode, see page 3.
2. Press the ZERO or the SET soft key as needed to
display X and Z. (If Xo Zo are displayed, press the
key again to display SET.)
3. Press the "Z select" key to the right of the Z axis
numerals. This will switch the display to the set-up
mode, with a single zero:

X select
Z select

Z select

The Z axis is zeroed in a similar way.

4. Using the keypad enter the X value, 0.725, the
length of the shoulder, then press the Enter key to
confirm. The Z display now reads 0.725.
5. Move the saddle left to make the cut, reducing the
Z reading to zero.
USING THE SET FUNCTION
The illustration, above right, shows the machining of
a reduced diameter 0.725" long is to be machined,
perhaps in successive passes. Conventionally, the Z
display would be zeroed with the knife tool set gently
against the right-hand face of the workpiece. The saddle
is then driven left until the Z reading is exactly 0.725.

The DRO begins to beep, with increasing urgency,
when the reading goes below the selected zero approach distance (see Setup Menu Summary, Axis
Sub-Menu. At the end-point, zero, the beeping
stops.

The SET function allows an alternative method with less
chance of overshooting the desired point. Basically, SET
allows the user to "tell" the DRO the specific X (and/or Z)
location of an installed tool.
For this purpose, Zero Approach Beep must be turned
ON, Setup page 2. Also, to work through the following
steps, set the Z axis direction as in the diagram.
MagXact MX-200L Lathe DRO v1
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USING THE TOOL REGISTER
What is the tool register?
A list of the tools commonly used with a specific lathe, in
which each tool has a measured X axis offset from the
lathe centerline, and a Z offset relative to a reference
tool, usually Tool #1 in the register.
When would I use the tool register?
Primarily for machining a batch of parts calling for a specific set of turning tools. A typical example: producing
five or more of a custom bearing, shaft or screw, as in
the following illustration. The tool register is not generally helpful in everyday machining, where every setup is
usually different from one project to the next.

1

2

3

4

Typical set of tools to be registered
The numbers under the QCTP holders correspond to entries in the
tool register.
(1) Standard 60-60-60 carbide insert, with 1/2" shank, rotated counter-clockwise 3 degrees to allow facing cuts. This is the reference
tool for the group shown here.
(2) HSS right-hand 90 degree knife tool, for turning to diameter.
(3) 1/16" wide tool, for parting-off, and/or cutting a run-out groove for
screw cutting.
(4) Standard 60-60-60 carbide insert, shown here on a 3/8" shank.
Often used for screw cutting.

What are the limitations of "registered tools"?
There are three requirements to bear in mind when using pre-calibrated tools:
1. Each tool, including the reference tool, must be
in the same condition as it was when calibrated –
same location in its dedicated tool holder, with a
sharp, un-chipped cutting edge at the exact center
height of the lathe.

5. Install in the chuck a short length of any scrap material, 3/4" diameter or more preferred.

2. The toolholder must reliably self-locate, near-identically, every time it is replaced when tool swapping.
In other words, does your QCTP (Quick Change
Tool Post) re-seat toolholders with an error of less
than (say) 2 or 3 mils in X and Z? Or, if you are
using a 4-way turret instead, does it click around in
repeatable 90 degree increments?

6. Skim cut a short run, 1/4" or more, for a smooth
cylinder with no surface irregularities. After making
the finish cut, do not move the cross-slide. Measure the skim-cut diameter, micrometer preferred.

3. The angular setting of the compound cannot be
changed. If the setting was zero degrees when the
tools were calibrated, it must remain at zero degrees throughout the machining process.
4. The abs X and Z zeros must remain unchanged
throughout the entire machining session.
Setting up the tool register
Start with Tool #1, the reference tool:
1. For direct reading of cross-slide position (not 2X)
select RAD on the DRO (Item 10 in the Setup
Menu, page 3).

7. Without moving the cross-slide, zero the X axis,
then bring the tip of Tool #1 to the lathe centerline
by advancing the cross-slide exactly one half of
the measured diameter.

2. Select, or stay in, the abs mode.
3. Set and lock the compound at zero degrees (or
some other memorable angle).

8. Remain in abs mode. With the tool tip exactly at
the centerline, zero the X axis again.

4. Install the reference Tool #1 in the QCTP. This tool
should be set at an angle to allow both facing and
turning to diameter.
MagXact MX-200L Lathe DRO v1
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After making the finish cut, do not move the saddle. Zero the Z axis. The tip of Tool #1 is now at
the zero-zero abs reference location in both X and
Z axes.
You have now established the master reference
point (X = 0, Z = 0), against which other tools in the
register will be measured an recorded.
10. Press the TOOL soft key to display TOOL SETUP.
11. If this is the first use of TOOL, the screen will be
blank. Press NEW to launch Tool #1. This is reported, along with a tool symbol, as 01:

These numbers are the same as the
regular full-screen X and Z values

12. If you haven't moved anything, the display should
be "all zeros", as above. Press SAVE to store the
parameters of Tool #1.
Setting up the other tools
To enter Tools #2, #3 and #4 into the register, you should
remain in abs mode, which means that the cross-slide
and QCTP positions are referenced to Tool #1.

Example measured offsets relative to Tool #1
MagXact MX-200L Lathe DRO v1
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MATH CALCULATIONS
The DRO calculator is like a basic handheld, except
that it has no memory function. It can be used in the
ordinary way for all basic arithmetic and trig functions.
Shows either a
keyed-in value, or
an interim result

Turn on the calculator by pressing the soft key below
the CALC label:
If you make a mistake when entering value, press the
C key twice to clear the display, and start over.
The available math functions are displayed by blue
labels at the bottom of the screen, menu (1):

Calculate the area of a 3/4" disc

1

Area of a circular disc is π times the square of the radius, in this case 0.375".
Select Menu (2)

The white arrow at bottom right of the display indicates
that there are additional functions. Press the right (►)
toggle key below the calculator to display the second
list of functions, menu (2):

● Clear the display (press C twice)
● Press the PI key (3.1415926 is displayed below the
calculator box)
● Select Menu (1), then press the X key (this displays
3.1415926 in the active area)
● Using the keypad enter the radius value 0, ., 3, 7,
5 (the 0 can be omitted, but the decimal point must
precede the numbers)
● Press the Enter key to display the interim result
1.1780972
● Press the X key (this transfers 1.1780972 to the
active area)
● Using the keypad enter the 0.375 again
● Press the Enter key to display the disc area
0.4417864 (square inches)

2
There are now two arrows at the bottom of the screen,
meaning that there are additional functions in both
toggle key directions, (► and ◄).
Press the ► toggle key to display the final list of functions, menu (3):

3

Find the sine of 30 degrees

Select Menu (2)

There is now only a left-pointing arrow, meaning that
additional functions are available only with the ◄ toggle key.

● Clear the display (press C twice)
● Using the keypad enter the angle 3, 0
● Press the cos key (displays the answer, 0.5, below
the calculator box)

Examples
Calculate 12 + 34 + 56

Q: What are Asin, Acos, Atan? A: These are reciprocal
(inverse) functions, sometimes written sin-1, etc. Given
a sine, cosine or tan value of an angle, you can instantly display the angle by pressing the appropriate "A"
key.

Select Menu (1)
● Using the keypad enter the first value 1, 2 (this appears below the calculator box)
● Press the + key
● Using the keypad enter the second value 3, 4
● Press the Enter key to display the interim total 46
● Using the keypad enter the third value 5, 6
● Press the Enter key to display the final total 102

Example: The sine of 30 degrees is 0.5. Key in 0.5,
then press Asin, to display the angle 30 (degrees).

Another way to get the same result is to enter all the
terms in succession, each followed by the + key, pressing the Enter key once only to display the final total.
MagXact MX-200L Lathe DRO v1
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